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A polymer library enables the rapid identification
of a highly scalable and efficient donor material
for organic solar cells†
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Chulyeon Lee,ab Wen Liang Tan,c Christopher R. McNeill, c Youngkyoo Kim, b

Nicola Gasparini *a and Martin Heeney *ad

The dramatic improvement of the PCE (power conversion effi-

ciency) of organic photovoltaic devices in the past few years has

been driven by the development of new polymer donor materials

and non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs). In the design of such materials

synthetic scalability is often not considered, and hence complicated

synthetic protocols are typical for high-performing materials. Here

we report an approach to readily introduce a variety of solubilizing

groups into a benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole acceptor comonomer.

This allowed for the ready preparation of a library of eleven donor

polymers of varying side chains and comonomers, which facilitated

a rapid screening of properties and photovoltaic device perfor-

mance. Donor FO6-T emerged as the optimal material, exhibiting

good solubility in chlorinated and non-chlorinated solvents and

achieving 15.4% PCE with L8BO as the acceptor (15.2% with Y6) and

good device stability. FO6-T was readily prepared on the gram

scale, and synthetic complexity (SC) analysis highlighted FO6-T as

an attractive donor polymer for potential large scale applications.

Introduction

Power conversion efficiencies of organic photovoltaic devices
(OPVs) have continuously increased over the past 10 years, but a
significant improvement in the efficiency of certified devices
was achieved from 2018 to 2020.1 The step-change improve-
ments in efficiency were largely driven by the development of
new non-fullerene acceptors, especially Y6 and its derivatives.2–12

Careful optimisation of the NFA structure has led to further
incremental improvements, but the focus is now returning to
the donor polymer for record efficiencies.13–15 The design of

wide band gap (WBG) polymers which are well matched with
NFAs has led to impressive device efficiencies above 19%.16,17

This is related to increases in the device absorption bandwidth
as well as higher open-circuit voltages (VOC) because of reduced
energy losses.18–20

However, some of the improvements in device efficiency
have come at the cost of synthetic simplicity, with many of
these materials requiring complex, multi-step synthesis.
Numerous obstacles still need to be resolved in order for
successful large-scale application.1,21,22 For example, scalability
of the materials is crucial for commercialisation, but is often
not considered in the design of new materials and hence
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New concepts
The nature of the side chain is vitally important to the performance of
conjugated polymers in almost all of their applications, influencing their
solubility, aggregation, self-assembly and phase segregation when
blended. However side chain engineering is often laborious and time-
consuming, since side chains are typically introduced early in the
monomer synthesis. Here we develop a late-stage functionalization of
an acceptor co-monomer, enabling the introduction of the side chain
from a simple alcohol precursor in a single step. The resulting monomer
is ready for polymerization, and we used this approach for the ready
generation of a small library of polymers with five different side chains
and three co-monomers. Such a library was used to rapidly identify a
promising donor polymer, FO6-T, for use in organic photovoltaic devices.
FO6-T exhibited a number of attractive properties, such as solubility in
non-chlorinated solvents, good device stability and an efficiency over
15%. Furthermore the late-stage functionalization approach lends itself
to upscaling, as highlighted by a synthetic complexity analysis.
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well-performing materials are usually prepared with significant
synthetic effort.23,24 The currently used high performing donor
polymers such as PM6 and D18 are designed with a donor-
linker-acceptor-linker architecture, which adds additional steps
to the preparation.14,25,26 Many OPVs reaching record perfor-
mance utilise PM6, which is prepared in at least a 10 step
synthesis, giving a yield of 0.6% (Table S9, ESI†).26–29 Although
there is undoubtedly room for optimisation in the synthetic
route, the number of steps provides an indication of the overall
structural complexity. Moreover, the number of steps and
purification procedures also influence the energy requirements
of the preparation, as well as the need for toxic/harmful
reagents and solvents. Hence a condensed protocol can lead
to more sustainable materials. Therefore, simplifying the struc-
ture of the materials is key to shortening synthetic protocols,
thereby lowering the cost and increasing the sustainability.

Polymers such as poly(3-hexyl)thiophene (P3HT) and poly-
[(thiophene)-alt-(6,7-difluoro-2-(2-hexyldecyloxy)quinoxaline)]
(PTQ10) are prepared using much less elaborate synthetic
routes than PM6/D18, but suffer from other limitations. P3HT
is limited by its relatively large band gap and its small
ionisation potential, limiting the VOC and efficiency of solar
cells.30 PTQ10 has been shown to possess excellent photo-
voltaic properties, as well as a short synthetic protocol.31

However, the synthesis is relatively costly compared to other
donor polymers, mainly because of the starting materials, as
highlighted by Rech and co-workers in a cost analysis of
commonly used donor polymers.24 Therefore the challenges
in the design of new donor polymers are not only limited
to the electronic structure of the material and its match with
the NFA, but also the synthetic complexity and cost of the
material.

Conjugated donor polymers used in OPVs typically consist of
three parts, the conjugated backbone, usually alternating donor
(D) and acceptor (A) units, aliphatic side chains that render
the polymer soluble, and functional groups to fine tune the
band gap. The key considerations for the optimisation of
electronic properties are both the conjugated framework and

the functional groups, but the side chains also have a critical
role in device performance.32–35 Whilst their primary role is to
provide good solubility and processability to the polymer, they
also influence polymer aggregation and self-assembly in both
solution and the solid state, as well as phase segregation from
the NFA in the blend.36,37

Given the importance of the side chains towards the overall
device performance, and the difficulty in predicting which is
the optimum side chain a priori, considerable synthetic effort is
usually required to synthesise and screen different options.
This can be especially time consuming given that the side
chains are usually introduced at an early stage of the synthesis
(in order to render monomer materials processable) and given
the complexity of some donor systems it is not surprising
that in many reported cases limited side chain examples are
reported.38–43 Even for relatively simple systems such as PTQ10,
there are no reported studies examining the influence of the
side chain length to the best of our knowledge, although one
report examines the effect of the branching point position.44

A methodology to readily create libraries of conjugated poly-
mers with differing side chains is therefore attractive to help
rapidly identify promising candidates and to facilitate under-
standing of the influence that small structural changes can
have on film microstructure and device performance.

Herein, we report a series of donor polymers which are
prepared in just two steps from a readily available precursor
(which can also be prepared in just two steps from intermedi-
ates available at the kilogram scale). The side chain was
introduced in the first synthetic step using a nucleophilic
aromatic substitution (SNAr) reaction of a branched alcohol in
good yield. Exploiting the ready availability of a range of
branched alcohols, we prepared a library consisting of five
different acceptor monomers containing branched ethers of
systematically increasing lengths, with three different comono-
mers. The physical, optoelectronic and photovoltaic device
properties of the resulting polymers were investigated, allowing
for the rapid identification of the key structural factors. As a
result, we were able to identify a donor polymer FO6-T that
achieved an efficiency of 15.2% with Y6 as the acceptor in OPV
devices and could be prepared via a simple synthetic protocol
that was successfully scalable to the gram scale.

Design and synthesis

To create libraries of polymers with comparable structures
to investigate the influence of small structural changes has
traditionally been quite tedious.45–47 Generally, the synthesis of
monomers is the most time-consuming process in preparing
new materials and altering side chains often requires changes
early in the (multi-step) synthetic route. Therefore, it is desir-
able to design monomers from easily accessible starting mate-
rials in which the side chain is introduced at the latest stage
possible. Thus, libraries of polymers become accessible, and
comparisons between structural attributes are possible. Consi-
dering the prevalence of donor–acceptor type polymers, in
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which an electron poor monomer is copolymerised with an
electron rich comonomer, in OPV materials, we focused on
routes to readily functionalise the acceptor comonomer. This
was based on the fact that electron poor aromatics are generally
amenable to nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions,
which have a well-documented history of scalability and commer-
cialisation.48 A second factor relates to the fact that alcohols are
good nucleophiles, and there is a large pool of commercially
available branched alcohols (from the surfactant and additive
industries). Hence, we chose the commonly deployed benzo[c]-
[1,2,5]thiadiazole as the acceptor unit for the polymer and
commercially available thiophene, 2,20-bithiophene or thieno-
[3,2-b]thiophene as the donor units.

Our starting point for these studies was 4,7-dibromo-5,6-
difluorobenzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (1), which is readily commer-
cially available.49 We and others have previously reported that
nucleophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr) reactions on the
fluoro substituents of 5,6-difluorobenzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole
derivatives are a useful method to introduce functionality,
either on various comonomers or on the polymer itself.50–53

Gratifyingly, treatment of 1 with an alcohol in the presence of a
base afforded the mono-substituted product in satisfying reac-
tion yields between 63 and 80% after column chromatography.
No competing bromide displacement was observed under our
conditions, although small amounts of disubstituted products
were formed. The facile nature of the reaction, coupled with the
ready availability of a variety of primary alcohols with different
side chain lengths, enabled the preparation of a library of
five monomer materials with relatively small synthetic effort
(Scheme 1). We focused on branched derivatives because of
their higher solubilising power compared to their straight
chain analogues, moving systematically from 2-ethylhexanol
to 2-decyl-1-tetradecanol with four additional methylene groups
added in each step.

With the monomers in hand, a library of conjugated poly-
mers was rapidly produced by Stille polymerisation with
the donor monomers (2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (T),
5,50-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2 0-bithiophene (2T) and 2,5-bis-
(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (TT). All polymerisa-
tions were performed under identical microwave irradiation

conditions in anhydrous chlorobenzene.54 Following work-up
and Soxhlet washing, all polymers were isolated from their
chloroform fractions. In general, yields of the isolated polymers
were high, except for those with short side chains which
exhibited very poor solubility in chloroform, where the majority
of the product was insoluble (see Table 1). The structures of all
polymers were confirmed by a combination of elemental analysis
and NMR spectroscopy (see Table S1 and Fig. S1–S24, ESI†).

Our initial assessment focused on the polymer solubility in
chloroform, which is a common device processing solvent. The
solubility limit at room temperature of selected polymers was
determined via a standard calibration curve method (Fig. S25
and S26, ESI†).33 As shown in Table 1, several trends were
immediately evident. Focusing initially on the thiophene (T)
copolymers, the polymer with the shortest 2-ethylhexyl group
(FO2-T) exhibited poor solubility, with only oligomeric species
extracted in chloroform in the Soxhlet extraction step. As the
side chain length increased to the 2-butyloctyl group, the
solubility increased to 14.5 mg mL�1 and by increasing the
side chain with four additional methylene groups (FO6-T) a
value of 41.8 mg mL�1 was reached, sufficiently high for ink
formulation. Due to this high value, longer chains were not
measured. Focusing now on the 2-hexyldecyl side chain (FO6),
moving from thiophene (T) to bithiophene (2T) or thienothio-
phene (TT) results in drastically lower solubility with 4.4 mg
mL�1 for TT and 2.8 mg mL�1 for 2T. Clearly increasing the
length of the aromatic comonomer reduces the solubility
significantly. Because of the poor solubility of FO6-2T and
FO6-TT, the synthesis of shorter FO4 and FO2 chains was not
attempted, especially in light of the processing of the materials
for the preparation of OPV devices. Increasing the side chain
for both 2T and TT polymers increased solubility in both cases,
with the 2T polymer consistently lower than TT. We attribute
this to the reduced percentage of the alkyl group to the repeat
unit mass for 2T versus TT (or T).

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis in chloro-
benzene (CB) was performed to determine the molecular weight
distribution of the polymer fractions. The reduced solubility of
FO2-T precluded the measurement in our set-up. Analysis of
FO6-TT and FO8-TT showed very low molecular weight for both,

Scheme 1 Two step polymer synthesis via nucleophilic aromatic substitution and subsequent polymerisation.
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which we attribute to a combination of low solubility (see
solubility limits in Table 1) leading to early polymer precipita-
tion in the reaction, and solution aggregates not passing
through the GPC pre-filter. Since the molecular weight of the
repeat units changes across the series, we include the average
number of repeat units [n] in each polymer chain, based on the
number average molecular weight in Table 1. This shows that
most of the polymers fall within the range of 14–24 repeat
units, allowing for a reasonable comparison of their properties.

Thermogravimetric analysis revealed the good stability of
polymers FO10-T, FO10-2T and FO10-TT up to 336 1C, at which
point a 5% weight loss was observed. No features could be
observed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measure-
ments for any of the polymers (Fig. S27 and Fig. S28, ESI†).

Optoelectronic properties

The UV-vis absorption spectra of the polymers in chloroform
solution and spun-cast thin films on glass are shown in Fig. 1
(respective photoluminescence (PL) spectra are shown in
Fig. S29, ESI†). In solution, all polymers exhibit an absorption
peak in the high energy region around 350–400 nm, as well as
peaks in the lower energy region from 600–700 nm. The latter

peaks exhibit a vibronic progression with pronounced 0–0 and
0–1 peaks, particularly for the 2T and TT polymer. Serial
dilution measurements (Fig. S30, ESI†) demonstrate the spectral
features and extinction coefficient did not change, suggesting that
the vibronic character was not due to solution aggregation. This
was further confirmed by the absence of any significant changes
to the spectra upon heating (Fig. S31, ESI†). We therefore assign
the vibronic character therefore to good planarity of the polymer
backbones, possibly assisted by intermolecular non-covalent inter-
actions between the oxygen of the ether and the fluorine with the
adjacent thiophene or thienothiophene rings, which lead to
longer conjugation lengths.55 All polymers exhibit small Stokes
shifts, in further agreement with good backbone planarity. The
Stokes shift is smallest for the TT polymers, which can be
attributed to a more rigid and ordered polymer due to the fused
comonomer.56 The TT polymer is also expected to exhibit a more
linear backbone in comparison to the T or 2T polymers, due to the
bond angles of the centrosymmetric TT.57

The choice of comonomer only has a minor effect on the
absorption wavelength, with all materials exhibiting a similar
optical band gap (Table 2). Moving from solution to the
thin-film does not result in a significant red-shift, in further
agreement with the polymers extended structure in solution.
The ratio of the 0–0 and 0–1 peaks does change subtly, and

Table 1 Polymer yield, molecular weight (Mn), average degree of polymerisation [n] (in italics) and dispersity (�) as measured by GPC versus polystyrene
standard and solubility limit (in bold) in chloroform by the side chain and comonomer. Polymers indicated with a * were prepared on a larger scale
(0.7 mmol in contrast to the scale of the rest of the materials (0.5 mmol)). The solubility limit (mg mL�1) in chloroform was determined following a
published protocol33

17 mg, 9% — —

196 mg, 93%

— —
14.0 kDa, [33], 2.1
14.5 mg mL�1

Yield
Mn, [n], �
Solubility limit

234 mg, 92% 23 mg, 8% 217 mg, 82%
11.5 kDa, [24], 3.3 11.4 kDa, [20], 1.5 3.8 kDa, [7], 1.1
41.8 mg mL�1 2.9 mg mL�1 4.4 mg mL�1

236 mg 91% 270 mg, 88% 205 mg, 94%
7.4 kDa [14], 2.2 15 kDa, [24], 1.6 4.8 kDa, [8], 1.4

8.0 mg mL�1 10.8 mg mL�1

259 mg, 89% 403 mg*, 86% 440 mg*, 98%
8.1 kDa, [14], 2.6 12.4 kDa, [18], 1.4 16.4 kDa, [25], 1.6

11.0 mg mL�1 39.8 mg mL�1
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the peaks become sharper for the T series upon solidification.
The spectral shape does not vary significantly within a series
of side chains, suggesting the effective conjugation length
is reached. The exception is for the shorter alkyl chains
of the TT series, which likely relates to their low molecular
weight.

The energy levels of the three polymeric series were investi-
gated as thin films by both cyclic voltammetry (CV) and photon
electron spectroscopy in air (PESA). All polymers exhibited
both oxidation and reduction peaks (Fig. S32, ESI†) by CV,
which were converted to HOMO/LUMO energy levels relative to

a ferrocene standard. PESA measured only the ionisation
potential (I.P.). The error of both techniques is around
�0.1 eV. The absolute values obtained varied according to the
technique, as often observed for conjugated polymers,58 but
overall similar trends were found. The HOMO levels of both the
T and TT polymers were clearly deeper than the more electron
rich 2T comonomer by both techniques. The length of the side
chain did not lead to significant differences in the HOMO in
the PESA measurements.

We also examined the charge transport properties of the
materials in a transistor device, in this case keeping a

Fig. 1 UV-vis absorption spectra of polymers in solution in CHCl3 (a) FOR-T polymers, (c) FOR-2T polymers, and (e) FOR-TT polymers, and in thin film
(b) FOR-T polymers, (d) FOR-2T polymers and (f) FOR-TT polymers. The solutions were prepared at a 5 mM concentration and thin films were prepared
from a 10 mg mL�1 solution and spin coated on glass slides.
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consistent side chain (O8) and varying the comonomer. Organic
thin film transistors (OTFTs) were fabricated in bottom-contact
top-gate architecture from FO8-T, FO8-2T and FO8-TT. Repre-
sentative transfer and output characteristics of OTFTs are
presented in Fig. S33 and S34 (ESI†) and a summary of the
extracted parameters are shown in Table S3 (ESI†). Similar hole
charge carrier transport is observed for all tested polymers on
the order of 10�2 cm2 V�1 s�1 with a low threshold voltage. In
particular FO8-T and FO8-TT showed decent hole mobility in
the saturation regime of 4 � 10�2 cm2 V�1 s�1 with FO8-2T
achieving 6 � 10�2 cm2 V�1 s�1, which is promising for such a
structurally simple polymer. Moving to shorter side chains, in
the case of FO6-T it did not lead to a significant difference
compared to the longer FO8-T.

Photovoltaic properties

To explore the device performance of the polymer series, we
fabricated bulk heterojunction organic solar cells. The devices
were based on an inverted architecture of ITO/ZnO/active layer/
MoOx/Ag (Fig. 2a), where the active layer consisted of a blend of
the donor polymer and Y6 as the electron acceptor, keeping in
all cases a 1 : 1.5 donor : acceptor ratio. Clear differences are
observed dependent on comonomer and side chain length.
Fig. 2b shows the current density–voltage characteristics of the
solar cells under AM1.5G illumination, and the best photovol-
taic parameters and their average values are collected in Table 3
and Fig. S35 (ESI†), respectively. We obtained a power conver-
sion efficiency (PCE) of 14.1% for FO6-T:Y6 blends with a high
short circuit current density (JSC) of 26.7 mA cm�2, open-circuit
voltage (VOC) of 0.79 V and fill factor (FF) of 67% (Fig. 2b).
Increasing or decreasing the side chain length decreased the
performance for the T-series, resulting in decreasing FF and
photocurrent. Keeping the same side chain and replacing the
thiophene moiety with 2T (FO6-2T:Y6) and TT (FO6-TT:Y6)
units also resulted in a drastic reduction in performance.
Longer side chains are useful for increasing the solubility

of polymers but can have a detrimental impact on the micro-
structure and therefore charge transport properties, whereas
replacing T with 2T increases the HOMO energy level, resulting
in lower VOC in the devices. For the TT series, we attribute the
lower performance principally to microstructural changes, as
discussed below. Interestingly, it is clear that the optimal side
chain is dependent on the comonomer in each case, with 6 for
T, 8 for 2T and 10 for TT, highlighting the complexity of finding
the optimal side chain length for new materials.

To further elucidate the different performances of the
devices, we investigated the optoelectronic properties of
FO6-T and FO8-T-based devices. First, to confirm the high JSC

in FO6-T:Y6 devices, we measured the external quantum effi-
ciency (EQE). As depicted in Fig. 2c, FO6-T:Y6 solar cells show
high EQE of around 90% and the integrated JSC is within the
5% margin compared to the one measured under the solar
simulator light. We observed reduced light-to-current conver-
sion for FO8-T:Y6 devices which can be associated with
increased charge recombination in the devices.59 Longer side
chains and replacing T with 2T and TT leads to a reduction of the
EQE, in agreement with the JSC values extracted from J–V char-
acteristics. To evaluate the charge recombination processes in
FO6-T:Y6 and FO8-T:Y6 devices, we measured the current density–
voltage characteristics at different light illumination.60,61 As
depicted in Fig. S36a (ESI†), we calculated slopes of JSC vs. light
intensity of 0.90 and 0.86 for FO6-T:Y6 and FO8-T:Y6, respectively.
This indicates higher bimolecular recombination for FO8-T based
OPV. On the other hand, we observed similar trap-assisted
recombination (Fig. S36b, ESI†) for FO6-T:Y6 and FO8-T:Y6
devices, with values of 1 and 1.05 kT q�1, respectively.62–64

Based on the promising initial performance of FO6-T, we
also evaluated the performance in conventional architecture
based on ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Active layer/PDINO/Ag. The J–V char-
acteristics under one sun illumination are depicted in Fig. 2d.
We obtained higher PCE values of 15.2% due to the high FF of
72% (Table 3). Recently, a novel Y-family NFA, L8BO, has been
reported for high performing OPV.6 To further test the potential
of FO6-T, we blended it with L8BO and fabricated the devices in

Table 2 Absorption maxima (lmax in bold) and shoulders in CHCl3 and thin film, as well as the emission maxima (PLmax) in CHCl3 and optical bandgap are
shown

Polymer

CVb

PESAc

lmax,sol (nm) lmax,film (nm) Eg,opt
a PLmax, sol (nm) HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) I.P. (eV)

FO4-T 622, 661 616, 667 1.70 702 �5.59 �3.25 �5.19
FO6-T 625, 650 619, 665 1.69 713 �5.50 �3.45 �5.23
FO8-T 602, 645 616, 663 1.69 709 �5.57 �3.48 �5.25
FO10-T 608, 645 617, 665 1.69 710 �5.62 �3.54 �5.22
FO6-2T 625, 673 627, 676 1.69 722 �5.34 �3.47 �5.00
FO8-2T 632, 678 634, 676 1.68 720 �5.44 �3.43 �5.06
FO10-2T 631, 672 628, 670 1.68 725 �5.45 �3.38 �5.05
FO6-TT 611, 678 619, 680 1.68 710 �5.43 �3.51 �5.22
FO8-TT 621, 676 622, 682 1.66 704 �5.52 �3.55 �5.20
FO10-TT 623, 682 625, 684 1.68 705 �5.55 �3.50 �5.21

a The optical bandgap (Eg,opt) was determined from the onset wavelength of the thin film absorption. b Energy levels were estimated from cyclic
voltammetry onset potentials for oxidation and reductions peaks, using a Fc/Fc+ standard of �4.8 eV in the solid state as a thin film with an Ag/Ag+

reference electrode at a scan rate of 0.1 V s�1 with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate in acetonitrile (0.1 M) as the supporting electrolyte.
c PESA measurements were performed in thin films spin coated on ITO. The error of both techniques is around �0.1 eV.
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a conventional architecture. The J–V characteristics are
depicted in Fig. 2d (and EQE in Fig. S37, ESI†). Notably, we
obtained a PCE of 15.4%, together with a VOC of 0.83 V, FF of
69% and JSC of 26.82 mA cm�2, demonstrating the potential of
our low synthetic complexity polymer.

To investigate the transport properties of the blends used,
we measured the charge carrier mobility of FO6-T, FO8-T, and
Y6 and their blends with the space-charge limited current
(SCLC) method (Tables S4 and S5 and Fig S38 and S39, ESI†).65

We calculated the charge carried mobility using the Mott-
Gurney equation in the trap-free regime, according to:

J ¼ 9

8
ee0m

V2

L3
;

where e is the relative dielectric constant of the material (3 was
assumed), e0 is the vacuum permittivity, m is the mobility, d is
the film thickness, g is the field activation factor of mobility,
and V is the applied voltage. We obtained a similar hole
mobility of 1.08 � 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1 and 1.55 � 10�4 m2 V�1

s�1 for FO6-T and FO8-T, respectively and an electron mobility
of Y6 of 1.15 � 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1, in agreement with previous
reports.3 In OPV devices, a high FF is often associated with
balanced hole and electron mobility in the blend.66 Notably,
FO6-T:Y6 blends delivered very similar hole and electron mobi-
lities of 7.43 � 10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1 and 7.30 � 10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1,
respectively, whereas FO8-T:Y6 depicted unbalanced hole and
electron mobilities of 2.32 � 10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1 and 2.20 � 10�4

cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively, which confirms the different FF
values obtained in the solar cells. The best performing device
FO6-T:Y6 was monitored under one sun illumination in a
sealed nitrogen filled chamber and held at maximum power
point (Fig. S41, ESI†). Gratifyingly, FO6-T:Y6 devices showed
just over 30% reduction in PCE over 720 hours of degradation.

Fig. 2 (a) Device architecture of the solar cells (inverted structure) and molecular structure of the NFAs, (b) J–V curves of devices under AM1.5G illumination,
(c) EQE spectra of the OPV devices and (d) J–V curves for devices with conventional structure L8BO and Y6 as acceptors under AM1.5G illumination.

Table 3 Photovoltaic properties of the polymers with different comono-
mers T, 2T and TT as well as varying side chains in blends with Y6 as the
acceptor under the illumination of AM1.5G

Blend VOC (V) JSC (mA cm2) FF (%) PCE (%)

FO4-T:Y6 0.75 22.72 58 9.8
FO6-T:Y6 0.79 26.70 67 14.1
FO8-T:Y6 0.79 24.16 57 10.7
FO10-T:Y6 0.76 20.20 60 9.3
FO6-2T:Y6 0.65 16.04 50 5.3
FO8-2T:Y6 0.63 27.07 53 9.0
FO10-2T:Y6 0.65 23.06 58 8.7
FO6-TT:Y6 0.61 10.24 48 3.0
FO8-TT:Y6 0.61 8.32 51 2.6
FO10-TT:Y6 0.69 16.14 51 5.7
FO6-T:Y6a 0.80 26.41 72 15.2
FO6-T:L8BOa 0.83 26.82 69 15.4

a Conventional structure devices based on ITO/PEDOT/AL/PDINO/Ag.
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Finally, for real-world applications the halogenated solvents
used to dissolve and coat the photoactive layer of a device
should be replaced with non-toxic solvents. Due to the poor
solubility of Y6 in non-chlorinated solvents,67 we replaced Y6
with BTP-4F-C12 (Y12) and fabricated inverted structure BHJ
(bulk-heterojunction) solar cells with FO6-T:Y12 dissolved in
o-xylene. We obtained a PCE exceeding 12.6% (see Table S6
and Fig. S40, ESI†), which further confirms the potential of
FO6-T-based devices for upscaled production. Devices prepared
with FO6-T:Y12 showed even better stability compared to Y6
blends, with a reduction in PCE of approximately 5% over 720 h
of illumination (Fig. S42, ESI†).

Morphology

To correlate the device performance with the microstructure of
the blends, we performed grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray
scattering (GIWAXS) measurements. Fig. 3 shows the 2D scat-
tering patterns of the pristine polymers and their blends with
Y6. In order to ensure a reasonable degree of solubility in all
cases, we used the FO8 series to compare the effect of
the comonomer. We also investigated FO6-T, as the best
performing donor. All neat films show patterns characteristic
of semicrystalline polymers, but interestingly, we see different
preferred orientations for the polymers (see Fig. S43-46, ESI†).
Thus, pristine FO6-T shows a mixture of face-on and edge-on
orientations, as indicated by the out of plane lamellar (h00)
and p–p (010) peaks, whereas FO8-T shows edge-on oriented
features (out of plane lamellar (h00) peak and in plane p–p
(010) peak). Changing the comonomer to 2T, FO8-2T scattering
patterns are dominated by face-on orientation features,
with minority edge-on orientation features. Contrarily, FO8-TT
scattering patterns consist of only edge-on orientation features.
By increasing the length of the side chain from FO6 to FO8, the
lamellar stacking distance increases, as indicated by the shift of

(h00) peaks to lower q-positions (Fig. S47, ESI†). In addition, a
shorter p–p stacking difference is observed, which is reflected
in a shift of the p–p (010) peak to a higher q-position.
As expected, the distance of the backbone repeat unit does not
show a change, indicated by the same (002) position. We conclude
that the microstructure changes quite drastically between differ-
ent side chains and comonomers, thus helping to explain the
differences in FF and overall device performance. The orientation
of the crystallites has a major influence on overall device perfor-
mance, as face-on orientation facilitates charge transport in OPV
devices.68 In line with this, for FO6-T, which shows mixed
orientations of the crystallites, we observe better overall perfor-
mance in the devices compared to the FO8-TT which shows only
edge-on orientation of the crystallites. FO8-2T shows preferred
face-on orientation, which facilitates charge transport, but for this
series we observe an increase in the HOMO energy level, and
hence we attribute the lower PCE principally to the drop in VOC.

When these polymers are blended with Y6 (Fig. 3e–h) we
observed different microstructures. For FO6-T:Y6 the scattering
pattern is dominated by the strong aggregation of Y6 with
significant disruption to the FO6-T packing compared to the
neat film, with only peaks attributable to (100) and (010)
scattering observed (Fig. S43, ESI†). Nevertheless, the polymer
maintains the beneficial mixture of edge-on and face-on orien-
tations. In both FO8-T:Y6 and FO8-2T:Y6 the scattering features
from the edge-on polymer are also strongly suppressed, with
features mostly attributable to Y6 (Fig. S44-45, ESI†). However,
the more linear polymer FO8-TT behaves differently in the
blend (Fig. S46, ESI†), with a strong aggregation behaviour
of the polymer maintained and the Y6 p–p staking disrupted,
in agreement with the poor device performance.

To further analyse the microstructure of the blends, contact
angle measurements were conducted and the respective surface
energies and Flory–Huggins interaction parameters calculated.69,70

Polymer surface energy, and therefore the interaction parameter
w of the respective blends of polymer donors and Y6, changed

Fig. 3 2D GIWAXS images of the polymers and their blends with Y6.
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quite significantly from FO6-T to FO8-T (0.23 and 0.78 respec-
tively), as well as from FO4-T (0.53) (see Table S7, ESI†). A lower w
indicates a stronger interaction between the two materials and
may help to promote a more optimal device microstructure.
However no clear trend of surface energy with side chain was
observed. We note that surface energy is also known to be
molecular weight dependent, as a result of the reduced polymer
free volume at the surface, with higher weight resulting in a
larger surface energy,71 suggesting that molecular weight differ-
ence may also play a role.

Discussion and larger scale preparation
of FO6-T

The results demonstrate that late-stage introduction of the side
chain facilitates the synthesis of a series of polymers with
systematic changes to the structure. Their ready synthesis
allowed device screening to be performed in parallel, under
similar conditions, leading to a rapid initial screening of device
properties. Whilst device fabrication is unavoidably time con-
suming, such an approach still allowed screening of the poly-
mer library. The rapid identification of the initial hit allowed
for subsequent device optimisation by variation of processing
conditions and acceptor. Our results highlight that there is no
clear screening parameter which can be used to identify the
most promising side chain without making the devices. Indeed,
the reasons why FO6-T demonstrates the best performance are
complex, and we feel that developing a full understanding is
knowledge that is unlikely to transfer to other donor systems.
Even within our own limited library, each different comonomer
has a different optimal side chain. Therefore, we feel the power
of the approach demonstrated here is that late stage side chain
introduction allows for rapid identification of initially promis-
ing structures. A second advantage is that the structure identi-
fied will likely lend itself to larger scale preparation, important
for practical applications, provided of course the acceptor
building block can be readily prepared.

To further explore the scalability of FO6-T in relation to
other donor polymers, a synthetic complexity (SC) analysis was
performed, following previously reported protocols.23,29

We note that the details on how the analysis is performed
can vary widely, and thus it is essential to define the parameters
beforehand and proceed as consistently as possible. We based
the estimation on five parameters, the number of synthetic
steps (NSS), the number of unit operations (NUO) meaning the
number of work up and purification steps, the reciprocal over-
all yield (RY), the number of column chromatographies (NCC)
and the number of hazardous chemicals (NHC), following the
procedure of Riccardo Po and co-workers.29 Details on the
implementation of the SC analysis can be found in the support-
ing information (Table S8 and S9, ESI†). We highlight that the
numbers should not be over analysed and only give a broad
indication of likely scalability. Clearly the synthetic procedures
of most current polymers could be significantly improved, and
procedures fit for small-scale preparation are unlikely to be

used for larger scale. Nevertheless, the analysis does have some
value in comparing materials, with significantly different values
likely to highlight possible challenges in scalability.

The main result of the SC analysis (see Table S8, ESI†) is to
highlight the significantly reduced complexity of FO6-T compared
to the highest performing donors like PM6. Most of the reported
polymers suffer from the high number of synthetic steps and
consequentially low overall yields and large number of purification
and work up steps. The most pertinent comparison is probably
to PTQ10, another readily scalable material. Indeed PTQ10 and
FO6-T share a common precursor, 3,6-dibromo-4,5-difluoro-1,2-
benzenediamine, whose optimised synthesis has recently been
reported.24 FO6-T and PTQ10 can both be synthesised in three-
steps from this intermediate, and both use the same tin comono-
mer. The major difference between the two relates to the introduc-
tion of the side chain. For PTQ10, this either requires alkylation
with an alkyl bromide (which is prepared from the corresponding
alcohol in an additional step), or Mitsunobu coupling directly with
the alcohol. The use of the alcohol is preferred for cost reasons,
but the Mitsunobu coupling has poor atom efficiency and requires
relatively expensive DIAD/PPh3. For FO6-T we simply use the
alcohol directly in the presence of a base, and for this reason
the overall complexity is slightly lower. Here we note that in
analogy to many other research scale polymers, we used Stille
polymerisation, which is certainly undesirable from a scalability
perspective due to the use of toxic organotin. However, many other
options are possible for the second step of the polymerisation
which do not use toxic organometallics. These include direct
arylation polymerisation and/or Suzuki polymerisation and in
our opinion are likely to further reduce SC. Generally, if materials
are compared to each other, PCE is the parameter that is
mainly considered. However, we suggest that comparing the SC
of a new polymer to the state-of-the-art materials can help under-
stand its relevance in the field, especially from an application point
of view.

We conclude that high PCE is not the only factor to aim for when
designing conjugated polymers for OPVs, especially with commercial
application in mind. A complex and long-winded synthesis could
diminish the overall significance of the material for commercialisa-
tion or application in large scale solar cells substantially.

Finally, we demonstrated the scalability of FO6-T moving
from a 0.5 mmol to a 4 mmol scale. At this scale, the poly-
merisation was not feasible in the microwave reactor due to
volume limitations. Hence the polymerisation was performed
in a reaction flask heated in an oil bath at reflux (see the ESI†).
The resulting solution was precipitated in MeOH and purified
via Soxhlet extraction. After drying, a yield of 95% (1.8 g) was
obtained. After preparing a second upscaled batch (1.5 g), the
performances of the two batches were compared in OPV
devices, and we found no significant difference between the
two batches (see Fig. S48, ESI†). The successful upscaling
reaction alongside the synthetic complexity analysis strongly
indicate that this donor material FO6-T is a suitable candidate
for application in large scale organic photovoltaics. The devel-
opment of a tin-free polymerisation method would further
assist this aim and will be the basis of future work.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we prepared a new series of polymers with a simple
structure using a facile two-step synthetic protocol from a widely
available precursor. This allowed the preparation of a library of
eleven different polymers with differing alkyl chain lengths and
comonomers. Increasing the alkyl chain length increased polymer
solubility, whereas moving from thiophene to thienothiophene or
bithiophene decreased it. The nature of the comonomer and the
alkyl chain only had a minor influence on the optical properties,
with all polymers exhibiting a similar optical band gap, and they
all exhibited characteristics consistent with a highly planar back-
bone. This is in agreement with the good performance exhibited
in field-effect transistor devices. The oxidation potential of the
polymers was influenced by the nature of the comonomer. Pre-
liminary device screening identified FO6-T as the most promising
donor, and further optimisation lead to efficiencies of 15.4% with
L8BO as the acceptor material in a conventional structure device
(15.2% with Y6). Both devices exhibited promising stability under
continual illumination at the maximum power point. A synthetic
complexity analysis highlighted the potential of FO6-T for upscal-
ing in comparison to a range of commonly used donor polymers.
Finally, gram-scale synthesis was demonstrated, with the polymer
exhibiting a similar performance to small scale batches.
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